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Colorado — Alt Ethos

Alt Ethos is an experiential design studio that creates
engaging environments. We transform physical
spaces into memorable experiences by melding
creative technology with compelling stories. We help
organizations amplify brand awareness, meaningfully
connect with loyal customers, and differentiate their
products and services in competitive markets.
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www.altethos.com
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Florida — Dignitas Technologies LLC

Dignitas Technologies, LLC is a certiﬁed Woman
Owned Small Business developing software
engineering applications to train the warﬁghter.
Dignitas provides advanced technology modeling
and simulating the equipment, environments and
behaviors of opposing and friendly forces ensuring
our soldiers are equipped with immersive training
prior to being deployed.
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www.dignitastechnologies.com
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Iowa — Gross-Wen Technologies, Inc.

Gross-Wen Technologies uses its patent pending
wastewater treatment technology, known as
the revolving algal bioﬁlm system (RAB), to cost
effectively address the new nutrient standards that
are being enforced at municipalities nationwide.
The system uses algae to recover nutrients such
as nitrogen and phosphorus from wastewater.
Compared to other nutrient treatment options this
system is a fraction of the cost and produces algae
biomass which can be sold as a slow release algal
fertilizer. Overall the process is carbon negative,
making it the most sustainable approach to treat
nitrogen and phosphorus from wastewater.
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www.gross-wen.com
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Louisiana — Tadpole LLC

Tadpole LLC is an evolutionary inspired company
bringing products to market that make everyday
life simple and easy for the jobs we all do. Tadpole
teams up with the Louisiana Association for the
Blind to produce our 100% Made In America products
and to help create jobs in our community! We are
also proud to have set up a fund called 10% First,
allowing our customers to choose the direction of
our company’s giving back each year.
www.tadpoletapecutter.com
6 North Carolina —
Kepley Biosystems, Inc.

Kepley BioSystems, Inc. (KBI) is a North Carolina
life-sciences company dedicated to disruptive
innovation and global solutions. Developed with
National Science Foundation (NSF) support,
OrganoBait™ is the KBI patent-pending, synthetic bait
poised to disrupt a $20 billion market and conserve
billions of wild baitﬁsh every year. KBI is also seeking
to ranch and protect horseshoe crabs to sustainably
produce the natural substance vital to ensuring
global pharmaceutical, vaccine, and medical device
safety, and unmatched in detecting endotoxins.
www.kepleybiosystems.com
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Pennsylvania — Play Impossible

The Play Impossible Gameball™ puts 21st-century
technology inside the world’s oldest toy — track
the speed, spin, height and so much more of every
throw, catch, toss and tap, right from your smart
device. With 9 (and counting!) games you can
play on your own or with friends, it’s a brand new
way to play ball!
www.playimpossible.com

Ohio — WaterStep
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Rhode Island — S2S Surgical

WaterStep trains people in developing countries how
to use safe water solutions like water chlorination,
bleach making, health education, and well repair,
empowering communities to take care of their own
water needs for years. We believe that the best
solutions to water problems are rooted in simple
tools and effective training.

S2S Surgical is an Orthopedic device company that
designs, develops and sells innovative products for
the hand, wrist and elbow surgery. The Mission of
S2S Surgical is to improve patient outcomes and
healthcare by developing minimally invasive surgical
solutions for the upper extremity, by collaborating
with upper extremity surgeons.

www.waterstep.org

www.s2ssurgical.com
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Texas — Taste Elevated

Taste Elevated, founded by Lori and Benny Krieger
in 2013, is a specialty food manufacturer based in
South Texas. Lori and Benny also own a specialty
wine and gourmet food store. The team at Taste
Elevated gained national recognition for their brand
after winning multiple national specialty food awards,
being recognized as a top ten Editor’s pick and
being featured in the Wall Street Journal. In the ﬁrst
four years of business, the leadership team has
achieved retail distribution to some of the largest
retailers in their region such as: HEB, Whole Foods,
Spec’s and Albertson’s. The company also offers a
food service line of products available to caterers,
prepared food sections at grocery stores and
restaurants. There are currently 24 items in their
product portfolio and that is always expanding.
www.tasteelevatedshop.com
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Washington — Whooshh Innovations, LLC

Whooshh Innovations™ is revolutionizing ﬁsh
passage, ﬁsh handling and seafood processing
through our proprietary, proven technology —
moving ﬁsh cost-effectively, reliably, and gently.
Whooshh Innovations was launched ten years ago,
with the goal of enabling the mechanical harvest
of highly perishable agricultural products such
as tree fruit. Recognizing the need to apply the
same technology to move ﬁsh gently over obstacles
and barriers, the company pivoted to focus its
core technology on live ﬁsh.
www.whooshh.com
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Wisconsin — MobCraft Beer

We are a crowdsourced brewery, each month we
leverage the power of the crowd space to generate
ideas for unique craft beers. Beer fans across the US
submit ideas ranging from a couple ﬂavors to tried
and true homebrew recipes. The ideas go up for
vote each month on our website. Votes are cast by
placing a pre-order for the beer you would like to
see brewed. The beer with the most pre-orders
wins and is brewed, packaged and shipped straight
to your door through an online retailer or available
for pickup at the brewery.
www.mobcraftbeer.com
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